
Abstract 

The experimental vertical spray control walls have the purpose of
picking up the liquid delivered by trained sprayer for providing the liq-
uid distribution profile in height. Theoretically this should correspond
to the ideal profile, which consists in a uniform distribution on the
vegetation. If the profile is different from the ideal, a parameter setup
is required on the sprayer.  Nonetheless, some problems are hidden in
the aforementioned statements: i) no wall measures exactly the distri-
bution profile (i.e. the flow through the sections in the vertical plane,
parallel to the direction of advancement of the sprayer). Compared to
real profile, sensitive errors are introduced: the evaporation of the
drops, the deviation of the air flows caused by the sensors panel them-
selves; by the possibility that the drops bounce on the wall panels, also
due to the current of air that can push the liquid veil laterally or
upwards, Moreover, everything varies depending on the geometry of
the sensors, air velocity, air humidity; ii) no one knows what exactly is
the optimal distribution profile. It is often considered as optimal a pro-
file that reflects the amount of leaf area subtended by each section
absorber: however, it is evident that the path of the droplets changes
according to the sprayer typology (eg. radial-flow or horizontal flows).
In this work a combined numerical-experimental approach is adopted,
in order to assess some of the aforementioned issues: numerical data
obtained by using computational fluid dynamics models are compared
and validated with experimental data, in order to assess the reliability
of numerical simulations in configurations which are difficult to ana-
lyze using an experimental setup.

Introduction

The distribution of pesticides through traditional trailed sprayers ,
the most common configuration for this this type of agricultural oper-

ation, represents an unresolved problem because of complicated inter-
actions between operating parameters like the air flow rate and the
pesticide nozzle orientation and constructive related parameters such
as the fan geometry or the nozzle topology used for the atomization. In
addition, pesticide distribution in the open field further complicates
the framework, through the effects due to the advancement speed or
the presence of wind.
This often involves a considerable deposition off-target, with conse-

quences not only on treatment efficiency itself but also involving a
serious environmental impact and safety for the operator.
Sprayer calibration is generally considered as an essential factor in

determining the effectiveness of spray application in agriculture. Proper
calibration should provide a constant deposit of the pesticide per unit of
target area. In spray applications to orchards or vineyards, the spatial
distribution of leaves fruits or other parts of the plant may vary consid-
erably depending on the crop, growing system, growth stage, purpose of
the application, or other factors (Pergher, 2004). Therefore, calibration
should include a proper adjustment of the directions of spray and air
flows in order to provide a good deposition uniform.
One possibility consists in calibrating the sprayers in a control sta-

tion, where pesticide distribution is analyzed using experimental ver-
tical spray control walls or patternators; based on the liquid distribu-
tion of the pesticide some adjustment can be done, working on nozzle
orientation for example. Nonetheless such approaches rely on a cer-
tain degree of heuristic intuition, due to the complexity of the flow
field dynamics.
Because of the complexity of the experimental approach, in these

cases the numerical modeling is an investigative tool almost indispen-
sable. In this work an experimental validation of the numerical
approach is presented and some details of the flow field are analyzed.

Materials and methods

Numerical liquid droplet tracking in trained atomizer flow field is a
very complex task. As a matter of fact, the dispersion of small inertial
particles in inhomogeneous turbulent flow has been long recognized
as crucial in a number of industrial applications and environmental
phenomena: mixing, combustion, spray dynamics, pollutant disper-
sion, or cloud dynamics are all example of such phenomena involving
droplet transport. 
In all these problems accurate predictions are important, but they

not trivial to obtain because of the complex phenomenology controlling
turbulent particle dynamics.
Direct numerical simulations (DNS) of turbulence coupled with

Lagrangian particle tracking (LPT) (Wang and Maxey,1993; Uijttewaal
and Oliemans, 1996; Rouson and Eaton, 2001) have demonstrated
their capability to capture the physics of particle dynamics in relation
with turbulence dynamics and have highlighted the key role played by
inertial clustering and preferential concentration in determining the
rates of particle interaction, settling, deposition, and entrainment.
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Due to the computational requirements of DNS, however, analysis of
applied problems characterized by complex geometries and high
Reynolds numbers demands alternative approaches.
Turbulent flows are characterized by eddies with a wide range of

length and time scales. The largest eddies are typically comparable in
size to the characteristic length of the mean flow (for example, shear
layer thickness). The smallest scales are responsible for the dissipation
of turbulence kinetic energy. 
It is possible, in theory, to resolve directly resolve the whole spectrum

of turbulent scales using an approach known as direct numerical simu-
lation (DNS), where no turbulence modeling is required . However, DNS
is not feasible for practical engineering problems involving high
Reynolds number flows. The cost required for DNS to resolve the entire
range of scales is proportional to Re3, where Re  is the turbulent Reynolds
number, but for high Reynolds numbers the cost becomes prohibitive. 
In Large Eddy Simulation (LES) large eddies are resolved directly,

while small eddies are modeled. The rationale behind LES can be sum-
marized saying that momentum, mass, energy, and other passive
scalars are transported mostly by large eddies, although some problems
arise when particles or droplet interacts with the filtered flow field
(Bianco et al, 2012). Large eddies are related to the geometries and
boundary conditions of the modeled flow, while small eddies tend to be
more isotropic, and are consequently more universal. As a consequence
the possibility of finding an universal turbulence model is much higher
for small eddies. In this work a scale similar model was adopted inside
the framework of LES approach, (see Sarghini et al.,1999, for a summa-
ry of LES equations and scale similar models, and Sarghini et al, 2003
for the current implementation)

Droplet modeling
After the spray is generated from the nozzle, secondary droplet

breakup (Fritsching, 2004; Markus and Fritsching, 2006) can appear.
This break-up is mainly caused by the aerodynamical forces acting on
the droplets and is classified by the Weber number. A droplet exposed
to a relative velocity difference will eventually break up if the Weber
number is large enough. The time it takes to deform and disrupt a
droplet is described by the characteristic break-up time which is a
result of Rayleigh-Taylor or Kelvin-Helmholtz (Levich, 1962; Bradley,
1973) instabilities. The spheroidization time for a droplet
(Nichiporenko and Naida, 1968; Markus and Fritsching, 2006) after
break-up is comparably small and hence the new droplets can be
assumed to be spherical immediately after break-up. Depending on the
initial Weber number, the droplets will deform and eventually break up
in different sized fragments. Obviously, a high Weber number leads to
a very disruptive break-up, while the break-up for small Weber numbers
is slower and less disruptive. The different break-up regimes are to be
distinguished by different sub-models.
In the numerical simulation several particle interaction models were

introduced for particle secondary breakup, collision and coalescence.

Secondary breakup: Taylor analogy model
The Taylor analogy breakup (TAB) model (Taylor, 1981) is a classic

method for calculating droplet breakup, which is applicable to many
engineering sprays. This method is based upon Taylor’s analogy
between an oscillating and distorting droplet and a spring mass system. 
The external force is given by aerodynamic droplet drag force, the

damping force is due to the viscous forces, and the restoring force of
the spring is given by surface tension forces

Droplet collision and coalescence: O’Rourke algorithm 
Collision calculation is a time consuming task, considering that for

N droplets, each one has N-1 possible collision partners, setting the

number of possible collision pairs to 0.5 N2 approximately. The algo-
rithm of O’Rourke (O’Rourke, 1993), a stochastic estimate of colli-
sions, reduces the computational cost of the spray calculation assum-
ing that two parcels may collide only if they are located in the same con-
tinuous-phase cell. This method can be reasonably adopted only when
the continuous-phase cell size is small compared to the size of the
spray, being in this case the method second-order accurate at estimat-
ing the chance of collisions. 

Droplet size
A Rosin-Rammler distribution was adopted, with an average D50 size

equal to 250 mm and limit diameters D10=100mm and D90=500mm
(Nuyttens et al, 2009) . 
The numerical solver adopted in this work is OpenFoam (OpenFoam

v2.2.0), a free, open source CFD software package. Several mesh con-
figurations were tested, ranging from 300x103 up to 3 106 control vol-
umes, and grid independence was tested on simplified test cases.

Results

Numerical results were compared with experimental data obtained
from ENAMA certification report 05-109b - Poly 800/8 for an
Agricolmeccanica SrL Poly 1000/8 trained atomizer. In particular, data
related to liquid distribution were compared with numerical results
obtained by collecting data on 2 virtual vertical spray control wall (P1
and P2, see Figure 1) , positioned at 1.25 m from the symmetry plane
on the sprayer and considering all the particle passing through a 4.15m
high x 2 m window during 20 s of computational time interval after the
transient startup of the fan.
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Figure 1. Numerical virtual vertical captation wall P1 and P2.
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Such data were normalized using a captation index, computed at the
end of the numerical measurement, showing the collected volume (vi,
in ml) as a function of the measuring range for each virtual collecting
panel as a percentage of the maximum value detected.

where vi, in ml, is the volume captured by each captation panel i and
vi(max), in ml, is the volume collected by the captation panel providing
the maximum volume.
Operative parameters considered in the simulation are: axial fan

rotational speed 1836 giri/min, nozzle mass flow rate /water) 1.06
liter/min at 10 bar, total volumetric fan flow rate 33800 m3/h.
In Figure 2 a comparison between experimental and numerical cap-

itation index is presented, showing a good agreement with an asym-
metric distribution between the two sides, although a small quantita-
tive divergence is present. Moreover, numerical results tends to distrib-
ute the droplets in the higher panels of the captation wall, probably due
to the presence of a secondary break-up phenomena.
In Figures 3 and 4 frontal and lateral views of droplets distribution

for a tracking time equal to 1 s are presented. Notice that the geomet-
rical axial fan configuration, without any device to straighten the inter-
nal flux and to reduce the swirl due to blades rotational movement, gen-
erates a strong asymmetry which is responsible of the difference in
results between right and left side showed in Figure 2. Moreover, axial
momentum generates also the dispersion of the droplets also on an
inclined radial cone, as showed in Figure 4. 
In Figure 5 and 6 velocity contours are shown on both frontal and lat-

eral planes, showing that although at a certain distance from the nozzle
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Figure 2. Experimental and numerical captation index diagram.

Figure 3. Droplets distribution (frontal view) - axial fan without swirl
control (rotor only).

Figure 4. Droplets distribution (lateral view) - axial fan without swirl con-
trol (rotor only).

Figure 5. Velocity contour distribution (frontal view) - axial fan without
swirl control (rotor only).



ring, air speed is order of 10 m/s, near the nozzle air speed peaks are
higher than 80 m/s, generating 2 main effects: an unsteady vortex
shedding (Figure 6) and a secondary droplets break-up, generating a
different droplets diameter distribution as showed in Figure 7.
In Figure 8 droplets distribution is showed for a simulation on a

slight different configuration: rotating blades are replaced by a uniform
inflow velocity distribution followed by a static blades geometry (sta-
tor), where swirl effects can be neglected: in this case vortex shedding
and related particles entrainment is strongly reduced, and radial asym-
metry disappears.

Conclusions 

Results obtained using computational fluid dynamics technique
showed a good agreement with experimental data, although a slight
difference is still present. This difference can be attributed to geomet-
rical details and secondary break-up modeling. In any case, ad-hoc
experiments should be carried out in order to match all geometrical and
operative parameter details. 
Nonetheless, numerical experiments showed that a main role is

played by the internal flow field of the axial fan, which is responsible
for the unsteady flow and related vortex shedding in proximity of the
nozzle’s ring, inducing a backward radial bending of the nozzle jet.
Another detail to be assessed is the influence of the fan inflow flow
field with the flow field near the nozzle in case of short fan configura-
tion, which is related to axial fan blade geometry.
The presence of unsteady vortices generates a strong vortex entrain-

ment where a high number of droplets collision coalescence happens
because of vortex entrainment.
Results showed that numerical simulation can be used to design

more efficient patternators, allowing to gain an important insight in
droplet - flow field interactions, almost impossible to obtain in an
experimental setup. 
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Figure 6. Velocity contour distribution (lateral view) - axial fan without
swirl control (rotor only).

Figure 7. Droplets size distribution (frontal view) - axial fan without swirl
control (rotor only).

Figure 8. Droplets distribution - axial fan without moving part (uniform
inflow) and direction control (stator only).
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